Our agenda is two-fold. First, we introduce and give a technical description of gridWord, a novel knowledge-based authentication mechanism involving elements of both text and graphical passwords. It is intended to address a new research challenge arising from the evolution of Internet access devices, and which may arguably be viewed as motivating a new paradigm: remote access password schemes which accommodate users who alternately login from devices with, and without, full physical keyboards (e.g., users alternating between desktops with easy text input, and mobile devices with tiny or touch-screen virtual keyboards). While the core ideas behind gridWord are well-formed, and may be viewed as a new variation of old (text-based) ideas of building passwords from multiple words, many aspects including recommended parameterization and configuration details, preferred platforms, and primary targets of application remain to be explored in detail. We nonetheless solicit early feedback from the community for several reasons, related to our second agenda item: we use gridWord as a concrete target to focus exploration of a number of questions involving (a) the evaluation of usable security proposals, (b) the often conflicting objectives of various parties involved in the publication of academic research, and (c) the relationship between the design and publication of new security mechanisms and the pursuit of scientific knowledge through experimentation. We believe the second agenda item is important to pursue, given our observation that experts in usability and security have widely varying expectations, and lack consensus on what is important for the evaluation, comparison, and publication of usable security proposals.
INTRODUCTION
Internet authentication continues to be dominated by text passwords, for reasons discussed elsewhere [21] . (For low levels of security, PINs as short as four digits are also common.) Text passwords have a long list of known problems, and new proposals appear regularly-all too frequently, some researchers would say. Indeed we present yet another proposal, albeit packaged in a substantially different way: rather than presenting a new proposal and advertising its merits accompanied by a self-evaluation (naturally positioned as objective, but no doubt containing the inherent biases of its proponents), we present the technical details of a new password scheme and use it as a concrete example from which to pursue a number of questions which in our perception the research community continues to struggle with, related to the introduction and evaluation of such proposals.
We are not only interested in views on how to proceed with completing the design and evaluation of the proposed mechanism, but more generally seek (optimistically) any consensus on what the community should reasonably expect and/or demand, for evaluations accompanying research proposals both in the narrower area of knowledge-based authentication mechanisms, and in the broader field of usability and security. Our own experience suggests surprisingly little consensus on how to properly evaluate usable security proposals, even after substantial growth in the security and usability community, most recognizably as an outgrowth of the annual Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security beginning in 2005 . We feel that the lack of resolution of such questions poses roadblocks to the advancement of numerous areas of experimental and empirically-based computer security research involving users. We see this as related to questions about the lack of science (and scientific experimentation) within security research, as discussed at NSPW 2010 by Maxion et al. [28] and in Longstaff's essay [27] .
Regarding our proposed mechanism itself, gridWord is a hybrid scheme combining elements of text and graphical passwords, which systematically builds on principles from other recent proposals, and allows choice between text and screen-based (e.g., touch-or stylus-based) input. We believe this latter point makes gridWord of independent interest due to the following issue. The increased popularity of smartphones and mobile devices having less-friendly text input modes than those of desktop computers with full keyboards raises a new and largely unexplored research challenge: the design and deployment of user authentication mechanisms alternative to ordinary text passwords, and which can accommodate a user who accesses the same web site alternately from devices with full physical keyboards and from other devices with less-friendly text input modes. Motivated by diverse (and contradictory) expectations conveyed by referees on previous password mechanism proposals, our approach introducing gridWord herein differs from the usual method of reporting completed work: our evaluation is near its start, and we solicit a priori input on what would be suitable, reasonable, and sufficient evaluation evidence to provide, with the goal of helping consolidate community views.
For example, we are interested in the community's opinion and guidance on what types of evaluation would be acceptable for (a) a single preliminary paper, and (b) a full (possibly multi-paper) exposition and evaluation of gridWord. Here there are numerous conflicting constraints: page limits in conference proceedings and many journals constrain presentation on one hand, even while referees request greater explanation of background, methodology, datasets, implementation and user study details sufficient to independently reproduce results; sound scientific arguments favor systematically pursuing multiple carefully executed experiments controlling single independent variables to confirm or refute specific hypotheses [35] , yet there is little visible appetite among computer scientists for the publication of a corresponding set of experiments on a single proposed mechanism. What some argue is systematic exploration supporting accumulation of "reusable scientific knowledge", others lump in with resumé-padding exercises and incremental results. Such divergent views may arise due to lack of reviewer time, lack of subject-area expertise, or differing tastes.
These are difficult questions related to how to carry out scientific research. We suggest they deserve greater discussion within the context of usable security. Our use of gridWord as a concrete example with evaluation in-progress is intended to stimulate discussion, contribute to the appreciation of the many different perspectives, and possibly even lead towards agreement on some matters.
GRIDWORD: MOTIVATION AND DESIGN OVERVIEW
Our exposition is facilitated by first giving an outline of gridWord itself, and then considering the motivation with the benefit of context from knowing the design properties.
Design Overview of gridWord
A gridWord password consists of an ordered set of distinct words chosen from a pre-determined list. (There may be advantages to using words corresponding to "concrete" objects for which visual images are easily formed, e.g., train; studies show their retrieval from memory is far better than abstract words [33] .) The login user interface includes a username text field, a set of "combo" boxes (one box for each word) constituting the password, and a 2D grid (see Fig.1 ). The combo boxes allow the user to either type a word or choose from a (e.g., drop-down) word list. Auto-complete is provided so that (e.g., desktop) users can conveniently enter the password by typing only the first few characters of a word and then hit enter to complete the chosen word. (This does not reduce security as the entire list of possible password components is already available.) Below the combo boxes is a 2D grid composed of numerous cells, with a one-to-one static mapping between words and cells so that a user's password components remain in fixed places from which they can be entered (e.g., click-entered). This design is intended to allow users to leverage spatial memory to find the correct words. On a desktop, users can search and see which word is assigned to a cell by local exploration, by pointing the cursor to a cell; on touch-screen smartphones, implementation may allow users to perform this local exploration, for example, by dragging a finger across the grid and lifting it on the correct cell. Each word displayed as a result of local exploration serves as a potential memory cue (or perhaps more as feedback) to corroborate a correct cell location, and viceversa. Selecting a cell automatically enters its associated word into the corresponding text (combo) box.
User registration involves the user first entering a username (plus any additional required personal information), and then creating a password. To address user choice issues, password creation involves system-suggested passwords (see Fig.2 ) consisting of n specific cells each with its fixed associated word; as discussed below we consider for illustration 2 ≤ n ≤ 5. The user can either accept the suggested password or "shuffle" to get a new suggestion. The idea is to make the selection of a secure (random) password the path of least-resistance [10] . To disallow users from hunting for "hot-spot" (popular) words individually, the system only provides suggestions of full sets of n cells (correspondingly, n component words). Once a user accepts a suggested password, she is directed to a confirmation page (not shown in figure) similar to the login screen of Fig.1 . Password creation completes upon successful password confirmation, i.e., upon the user correctly re-entering the password.
Expected use of interface options. The above design is motivated by existing differences between available input modes on different types of end-user devices. While user testing remains, our initial expectation is that the interface options will be used to enter passwords as follows.
• Users with physical keyboards (e.g., desktop users): as primary mode, typing into combo boxes (with autocompletion aiding entry).
• Users with touchscreens (e.g., smartphones, tablets): as primary mode, entry by selecting patterns cells (with local exploration optionally used to improve accuracy or confirm memory of spatial pattern); and as secondary mode, entry by choosing words from word lists ("spinning the combo boxes"). Pulldown lists are likely to be used more if the lists are shorter (with correspondingly more combo boxes), than vice-versa. 
Motivation for gridWord
Compared to a full-size physical keyboard common on desktops and laptops, many users find text input on smaller devices (e.g., smart phones and tablet computers which increasingly have soft screen-based keyboards) to be less userfriendly; even miniature physical qwerty keyboards challenge non-experts. The issue is exacerbated for entry of passwords which by historical policy may require mixedcase and special characters, which are harder to locate or take multiple keystrokes on many virtual keyboard layouts.
While upon initial thought there seems a natural match of graphical passwords to mobile devices-e.g., the Android 9-dot login pattern, offering PIN-level security, has become popular for screen-unlocking the local device itself-the issue is more complicated for web site (remote access) passwords, as it is common for a user to alternately access the same password-protected service from her smart phone and desktop machine. As such, ordinary text passwords remain the default mechanism due to historical installed-base issues on the system-side, as well as on the client side (use of physical keyboards on the desktop remains popular, and is often still the original access device from which account registration or password creation is done). As the number of services accessed by mobile devices increases, there will be an increased need to support authentication alternately from these two classes of devices-one with and one without full-size physical keyboards supporting easy input of mixed-case text.
Thus a first motivation for gridWord as a new knowledgebased authentication scheme is that by providing different modes of input producing the same password output to the system, it aims to offer a password system convenient both on devices with full-size physical keyboards and on those for which input of arbitrary text characters is more difficult. Users may choose to enter passwords based on keyboard input or screen-based selection. The text input option allows a password consisting of (e.g., three) ordered words to be entered into three input boxes via keyboard on a desktop machine. Alternately, on touch-screen or stylus-input devices, gridWord supports graphical input through grid cells being selected (optional stretch-and-pinch functionality may enlarge screen portions to explore the grid).
As a second motivation, gridWord potentially offers security and usability advantages over other systems as a standalone scheme in either a desktop (full physical keyboard) or a touch-screen environment. A best-in-class comparison target is PCCP [10] .
A third motivation to explore gridWord, and one making it potentially of both academic and practical interest, is that it may ease a transition to graphical passwords, as now detailed. Among many potential roadblocks to the adoption of graphical passwords are:
(a) inertia-despite frustration and overload, users seem willing to continue typing text passwords;
(b) the lack of a compelling reason for users and sites to move away from text passwords-the research community has failed to provide sufficiently convincing arguments that graphical passwords offer combined security and usability advantages over text passwords; and (c) the reality that changing password systems requires, in most cases, that users create and remember new passwords after first learning how the new password scheme works, as well as usually requiring changes to system-side authentication infrastructure.
If, for the sake of argument, one assumes that best-in-class graphical password mechanisms do actually offer security and usability advantages-which provides missing motivation per item (b)-then gridWord may help overcome users' resistance to change per items (a) and (c), by softening the transition: the supported modes of password input include the one users are already most familiar with, and transition between two modes requires neither user memorization of a new password, nor the change of back-end systems (as gridWord passwords can be represented as text passwords). Changes to front-end systems may be handled for example by browser extensions or co-operating web sites. Users may opt to continue their existing habit of typing passwords on their desktop systems, and on mobile devices not supporting standard keyboards they can enter passwords either via the substitute keyboard mechanisms (e.g., miniature physical keys, stylus-based keyboards, touch-screen keyboards) or by screen-based selection. While the mode of password entry on the mobile devices would differ from text input, the mental model of the password mechanism would already be familiar, as would the password itself. Thus if for independent reasons the goal is to deploy a graphical scheme like gridWord, a recommended approach is to first target users to use its graphical mode when logging in from their mobile devices, without trying to change their habit of entering text passwords in desktop environments. This may preclude habit and inertia alone resulting in rejection of the graphical mode.
Advantageous properties unconfirmed. We empha-size that the possibility (second motivation above) of gridWord as a single-environment scheme being superior to other graphical passwords schemes remains to be explored. This is also true for the first and third motivations-e.g., we presently have no evidence that selecting grid cells is "more usable" on a touch-screen smartphone than typing characterbased passwords on a soft keyboard. Indeed, meaningful criteria by which to measure and compare usability and how to weight different factors (time to enter password, user affectation, success rate in terms of accuracy of password recall for passwords of equivalent guessing entropy, etc.) remain unclear, allowing the possibility that selecting grid cells is slower yet still "more usable". Our admittedly optimistic intuition, which remains unconfirmed, is that the use of principles and design aspects learned from previous graphical password schemes [5] will provide advantages that make the image-based gridWord interface on smartphones preferable to text entry thereon, for systems seeking to retain text entry compatibility due to continued use of text passwords on desktop systems. The advantages are expected to arise from the combination of properties as discussed next.
Properties as Related to Prior Work. The design of gridWord includes support for the following features, several of which build on the accumulated scientific knowledge in graphical passwords over the past ten-plus years [5] :
1. persuasion during password creation, including systemsuggested full passwords which may be sequentially declined by "shuffling";
2. ability to select words from a list (e.g., dropdown list), rather than typing via keyboard input; Information displayed as part of the local exploration is intended to help the legitimate user with password recall and correctness, but not an attacker. While the systemsuggested passwords alone would optimally flatten password distributions, the shuffling feature precludes perfectly equiprobable passwords; nonetheless, the design goal is that user choice issues are significantly ameliorated, due to the suggestion of full passwords. The representation of gridWord passwords as either visual grid patterns or sets of n component words facilitates password back-up and sharing: if desired, users may easily write down the text form of gridWord passwords for storage in a secure location, whereas the inability to easily do this for typical graphical passwords is a known disadvantage. (Though discouraged by security and IT experts, sharing of passwords, e.g., with colleagues to allow temporary access, is in some scenarios an important feature [39] .) GridWord may be viewed as combining advantages of text and graphical passwords. For further related work, see §5.
Parameterization and Password Space
An initial gridWord design for desktop screens might use parameters chosen to facilitate comparison with the cuedrecall schemes PCCP and predecessor PassPoints [43] , these being among the most studied graphical password schemes to date. GridWord cells at 19x19 pixels would match the commonly studied tolerance region for these, using a total grid size 475x304 pixels would be comparable to the common image sizes (451x331 pixels) they use, and using 25x16 = 400 cells would slightly exceed their 391 tolerance squares.
The cardinality of gridWord's theoretical password space is P (Y, X). P denotes permutation, Y the number of cells (words) in the grid, and X the number of constituent words in passwords. (Y, X) = (400, 5) ≈ 2 43 passwords, matching that of the studied systems mentioned above. A gridWord design goal is that the effective password space is close to the full theoretical space, due to the system suggesting complete sets of random component words (albeit allowing shuffling). Table 1 compares various parameterizations of gridWord to the password spaces of other schemes. As shown, previous studies on PCCP and PassPoints have used 5-click passwords with a theoretical space of 2 43 . However, evidence suggests that many users today choose passwords with much lower entropy, e.g., the Weir et al. [42] study of 32 million real passwords showed that most had (NIST formula) entropy less than 22 bits; and moreover this crude entropy approximation [31] overestimates password security. Thus 2 43 is too high a target if aiming for "password equivalent" security to match existing passwords. Similarly, Florencio et al. [18] argue that relatively weak individual passwords of about 20 bits may withstand online attacks when lockout rules are in place. A key point here is that the attack model is important to keep in mind. Thus in practice, depending on the application, a gridWord parameterization with fewer than X = 5 words and from grids with fewer than Y = 400 cells may be interesting to consider.
Further exploration is clearly required (e.g., how number and size of cells affects pattern memorability, and ease of physically indicating cells). Pilot studies should identify feasible parameterizations of gridWord for mobile devices, with suitable security-usability characteristics; e.g., while 400 cells may be physically feasible on larger tablets this yields areas too small to easily select on common smartphone screens, where 100-150 cells is a more realistic (physical) upper limit. Table 1 includes 104-cell gridWord, which, e.g., with 3-word passwords gives a password space of about 20 bits, approximating random 6-digit PINs. As noted this may suffice for some applications limited to online attacks, but for others, e.g., if passwords are used to generate crypto keys even key spaces of 43 bits fall far short.
USER STUDY CONSIDERATIONS FOR GRIDWORD
From §2.2, gridWord is of interest due to three potential properties:
1. it may be a convenient authentication system for users who wish to access the same web site alternately from desktops and mobile devices;
2. it may offer security and usability advantages over alternatives as a stand alone mechanism; and 3. it may ease the transition to graphical passwords (assuming such transition is deemed desirable).
Ideally, a series of suitable experiments would investigate each of these three (possibly several studies for each), to confirm or refute property-specific hypotheses. This is no minor effort, even if it were clear what experiments to run, and the community's enthusiasm for a series of papers pursuing such an agenda is uncertain at best. This raises considerable challenges in responsibly pursuing evaluation. We consider these challenges (specific to gridWord) further in the following subsections.
Properties to be Explored
Regarding the third potential property above, it seems difficult (if even possible) to design a definitive, convincing experiment to test a hypothesis such as "Using gridWord eases switching from text passwords to graphical passwords". We presently have no planned experiment to test this, but welcome suggestions.
For the first property, we appear to be in slightly better shape. However, "being convenient" is not sufficiently welldefined for scientific measurement. One way forward would be to refine this statement in terms of a specific set of criteria related to "security and usability", drawn from a review of criteria considered in prior literature. The exact criteria to factor in, and how to weight such factors to form a suitable metric, remains an open question. Again, we welcome advice and encourage further discussion on devising meaningful and detailed such criteria for comparing convenience or usability of two or more authentication systems (cf. [5] ).
But this moves us closer towards the second item, and to explore it, we consider the following initial plan for a pilot user study: compare gridWord with other systems in terms of measurable criteria such as login times, success rates, etc. This brings the question: Which other system(s)? The obvious candidates are standard text passwords, and a bestin-class graphical password scheme. We next consider the pros and cons of each option.
If the chosen target of comparison is text passwords, then we should first answer the following questions about experiments to be conducted: All of these are important questions.
On the other hand, if the chosen target of comparison is a graphical scheme like PCCP [10, 12] , the easiest path is to choose gridWord parameters that facilitate comparison to earlier published studies (deferring questions on the suitability of those parameters; again, see §2. 3 ). An alternative is to choose new parameterizations of each that cross-calibrate security, and repeat previous experiments on both systems under similar conditions. A drawback of pursuing this path is that it fails to provide convincing evidence that the new system is demonstrably better than text passwords.
Pilot Study Plan
Considering the numerous issues above, as a strawman for discussion and/or an actual first study we outline here plans for a pilot study. The pilot compares gridWord with PCCP (see §5) which in earlier work was itself compared with PassPoints and argued to have usability and security advantages. Hypotheses to be tested include:
1. Long term login success rates of gridWord will be higher than of a comparable PCCP system.
2. Login times of gridWord will be shorter than those of PCCP on the same devices.
3. The distribution of passwords across users, as determined by cell patterns (gridWord) or clickpoints (PCCP), will be the same or slightly flatter in gridWord than PCCP-that is, similar degrees of "shuffling" are expected with perhaps slightly more in PCCP.
The pilot will follow the methodology of earlier work [10, 12] with necessary changes as given below.
1
The pilot involves a small lab-based experiment of 10-15 participants, using standalone Java applications for both schemes developed by the same programmer to achieve a comparable look and feel. The PCCP implementation uses the picture set from earlier studies. Parameters in the PCCP and gridWord implementations are calibrated so that they have equivalent password spaces. More specifically, following the discussion in §2.3, for desktop environments we could compare gridWord and PCCP respectively parameterized with three words (on 400 cells) and three click-points (on 391 cells), for about 25.9 bits of password space each. For better suitability to smartphone screen sizes, and to better exploit any potential memorability gain from the visual cell pattern, a preferred parameterization to test for gridWord may be four words (on 104 cells) yielding 26.7 bits. Note that three words over 104 cells yields 20.1 bits.
Participants will take part in two individual sessions scheduled two weeks apart.
2 In the first session, there is a practice session first and then participants are asked to create accounts (by creating and confirming passwords) and login once using both gridWord and PCCP. A within-subject design is used due to the small number of participants. The order of password tasks is balanced between participants. In the second session, participants are asked to login by reentering their gridWord and PCCP passwords. Each participant is asked to create only one account for each scheme. (Note that this defers the exploration of multiple password interference to future studies; recalling more than one password per system is more challenging, and arguably either more realistic, or an artificially difficult memory task, depending on the environment of use.)
The following measures for usability and security are considered (cf. [5] ): login and recall success rates, times for password creation, login and recall, and number of shuffles. To evaluate and compare perceived usability and security, participants are asked to complete a post-task questionnaire. The pilot study focuses on usability. The only security measure involves a simple comparison of number of shuffles, providing a preliminary indication of the relative flatness of password distributions; however, comparable degrees of shuffling does not necessarily imply equivalent levels of security. While not detailing a complete threat model here (which notably, is essential to a full evaluation), we briefly repeat that gridWord appears most appropriate in scenarios 1 Complementing lab-based observation with field studies improves ecological validity. A web-based implementation such as the MVP framework [11] may facilitate this. 2 Quite low success rates are reported [12] for two-week recall of six 5-click PCCP passwords per user, in an experiment intentionally designed with artificially high cognitive load. and designs not subject to offline attacks, but suitable to face online guessing attacks mitigated by throttling.
DISCUSSION: USABLE SECURITY AND SCIENTIFIC EVALUATION
Evaluation of a new authentication mechanism requires deciding what types of evaluation techniques should be used, what types of experiments and analysis should be done, and what types of user studies are necessary to carry out. There is no consensus yet on the core elements for such evaluation, though many individuals and referees have strong personal ideas. As one example issue, reviewers unfamiliar with the area do not recognize that it is unreasonable to expect authors to "re-run" a user study on short notice, the way that one re-runs a suite of performance tests after modifying software prototypes-it may be more useful for such reviewers to view user studies as being closer to hardware design processes than software re-design. The challenges for this stillyoung research area are complicated by its interdisciplinary nature with methodological approaches differing vastly between mathematicians, engineers, computer scientists, psychologists, and cognitive researchers. It is thus unsurprising that we lack research community consensus on what is reasonable for evaluating new user authentication mechanisms.
As another issue, one type of criticism we have seen against previous proposals is referee comments along the line of: "The new scheme is not demonstrably better than text passwords (in all aspects)." One of the present authors has the following first reaction to such a response:
Well, if our mechanism was demonstrably better than text passwords, wouldn't we be starting a billion-dollar company instead of trying to publish a paper?
The point here is, the expectation seems inappropriately high, given that text passwords have been by far the dominant means of computer and Internet authentication for 40-plus years, arguably appear destined to continue to be for the foreseeable future, and have a major advantage in any short-term comparison in that many users have had years if not decades of training on them, compared to virtually no training on the new mechanism.
A fair question to ask in response is the following. Is there no valuable scientific knowledge or research contribution to be had in publishing results about a new practical authentication mechanism unless the overall mechanism is demonstrably superior to text passwords? That seems too high a bar; but the harder question is, what lower bar is reasonable?
Specific Questions for Discussion
Regarding scientific evaluation of usable security proposals, many conflicting and open issues arise in considering broad questions on issues such as reasonable expectations of research papers, and types of evaluation to be carried out. Here we isolate and label specific questions to facilitate discussion and feedback at NSPW 2011 and from other readers.
Q1: What level of quality or superiority over alternatives should be shown for new usable security proposals to be considered worthwhile literature contributions?
A narrow version of this question is briefly introduced in the preamble of §4.
Q2: How is usability research incented and rewarded by the peer community, relative to other areas of computer Similar questions raised in the NSPW 2010 panel [28] and by Longstaff [27] , remain far from resolved, and have been considered generically or relative to network security and intrusion detection more than specifically to usable security or authentication proposals.
Q3: How much evaluation suffices, or is reasonable to expect, for papers introducing new usable security mechanisms? Is this comparable to other areas of security?
In a first paper describing a new usable security mechanism, how much emphasis should be given to the mechanism itself and a real-world threat model, vs. a focus on one or more user studies? Should we follow the computer scientist's preferred approach of describing a mechanism, building a prototype, and evaluating performance; or condense these to allow greater emphasis on explaining the methodology and results of one or more scientific experiments [27, 28] ?
Many formally refereed venues have page constraints; no single paper (or even series thereof) can answer all questions, in full breadth and depth of exposition. Often the number of imaginable studies is countless; a referee can always ask for more. The mobile world brings additional issues: consider multiplying the typical dimensions of common mobile devices, the number of screen resolutions, and the number of studies possible for desktop machines. Table 2 gives screen size and resolution of selected smartphones and tablets; desktop screens are commonly 72-96 dots per inch (dpi or pixels/inch), with resolutions from SVGA-standard 800x600, to more common XGA-standard 1024x768, with SXGA-standard 1280x1024 or higher preferred by some users. Mobile devices also vary by input means, e.g., mini physical and onscreen keyboards. Both success and frustration in carrying out and publishing research should be expected in the area of security and usability, as in any other research area. However we believe there is considerable benefit to be had from an open discussion of how better to carry out research in this area such that the results and publications add value to the scientific community. Items to keep in mind include:
1. usable security remains a relatively new academic research area, so the support community is still growing and learning; and 2. interdisciplinary research brings customary challenges including falling between well-defined disciplines and their publication venues. For example, usable security has obvious ties to HCI, but the traditional HCI community values new techniques in user studies more than results specifically related to security. On the other hand, the traditional computer security community is interested in security tools and mechanisms, but has less familiarity and appreciation for user study and data analysis techniques and methods.
Suggestion: Competition to Evaluate Real-World Usable Security Mechanisms
Three barriers to adopting a scientific approach to information security have been highlighted previously [27] :
1. the time-to-publish effect on academic researchers;
2. expectations and approach biases of peer reviewers (computer scientists typically give more weight to prototype implementation of new "clever" ideas and differentiating them from related tools, than to experimental design and supporting scientific evidence); and 3. implicit expectations of a breakthrough in every paper.
All of these barriers are major and real concerns. The transition to a more scientific approach in security research, if it occurs, is more likely to be through evolution than revolution. In this section, we propose a specific idea towards evolution. It may be considered a thought experiment to drive discussion or comparison (e.g., advantages and disadvantages) with the way we currently referee papers in the area of knowledge-based authentication methods. First we give an overly simplified summary of the current practice of writing and refereeing papers in this area. Consider a young researcher in her early career. She finally comes up with a new idea after a long time thinking. Not surprisingly, she wants to write a paper about it. She realizes that at least a preliminary usability evaluation is expected for a publication in a reasonably good conference. The details of how it is done are not so relevant for the present discussion, but the user study is eventually conducted despite the researcher not having the experience or expertise required. The paper is submitted. It is not easy to wait for the notification which will be made in 8 to 12 weeks for conference paper review, not to mention 3-12 months or more for a first response on a journal paper (there is also a time-to-referee factor here, for those doing the refereeing).
On the refereeing side, we have already mentioned different perspectives and priorities of referees. The idea itself is the most important factor for some referees (this is perhaps dominant in academic security research). If the idea is novel and seems to make a worthwhile contribution, then the rest of the paper, especially experimental details, is largely unnecessary and even boring to some referees. On the other hand, a minority of referees gives much higher weight to the experiments and the use of scientific methods. Consequently, the destiny of the submission depends heavily on "the luck of the draw"-who the referees are. Regardless of how the decision turns, one thing holds true in the vast majority of cases: the user study is unlikely to be repeated by others (indeed, to date, very few experiments in usable security have been replicated). A commonly held, but less frequently vocalized, view is: Why waste time for an experiment already done? (See Feynman's lament [16] .) Any form of independent secondary evaluation is relatively rare, as publication efforts related to such efforts are poorly rewarded when competing against results on "new ideas".
We propose the following approach as an interesting alternative world to consider. (This proposal, while independent of NSTIC [32] , could become a part of that initiative.) The usable security community announces the organization of a public competition to develop the next generation knowledge-based authentication method(s). An interdisciplinary committee is formed to specify submission requirements and evaluation criteria. Long discussions occur among committe members on issues like: target password space sizes, types and sizes of mobile devices used in evaluation, etc. Reporting usability evaluation results is not mandatory for submission, but open-source implementations must be publicly available to facilitate independent evaluation by others. Similar to the surge of quality research on cryptographic algorithms after NIST announced the original AES competition, and more recently the SHA-3 competition, this competition would ideally attract the attention of many researchers of different specialties. More importantly, the competition could help overcome the barriers to adopting a scientific approach for the following reasons.
1. A multi-year competition timeline could reduce time pressures on researchers. Researchers may find it rewarding to invest time in a high-profile, well-respected long-term activity (like past NIST competitions).
2. While it is hard to eliminate (implicit or subconscious) over-weighting the "cleverness" factor of entries in such competitions, pre-establishing firm evaluation criteria would ideally preclude it from being over-rewarded relative to other evaluation criteria like experimental design and supporting scientific evidence.
3. An expanded competition timeline would ideally provide greater motivation and appetite for publications systematically exploring a broad array of aspects of each of the most promising (short-listed) candidates, and incent unbiased and scientifically rigorous thirdparty evaluation. (By analogy, compare the depth and extent of analysis of AES to the attention paid to homebrew crypto algorithms announced on mailing lists and non-major conferences.)
Another Suggestion: Standards
A complementary suggestion emerged from the NSPW 2011 workshop discussion: learn from the maturation path of role-based access control (RBAC) models and mechanisms. A detailed, peer-reviewed academic paper [15] proposed a U.S. government standard for RBAC, as a foundation for commercial product development and evaluation. In the spirit of ISO/IEC security models, the paper defined a core set of RBAC components with a reference model, feature set, and consistent vocabulary (prior to its publication, no single authoritative definition for RBAC existed). Objectives included to unify concepts, models, and ideas from research prototypes and commercial products, including for use in writing government procurement specifications. The effort contributed to an ANSI/INCITS standard in 2004.
The idea is thus that usable security proposals and products, in particular those targeting usable authentication (or more narrowly: password replacement proposals), could similarly benefit from a unified treatment, to facilitate mechanism evaluation, comparison, product selection or procurement. We note two distinct types of standards that would benefit usable security: requirements specifications (e.g., consistent policies or rules across web sites would facilitate toolgenerated passwords); and guidelines on how to evaluate or measure usability (e.g., including how to measure user satisfaction). For more on evaluation of knowledge-based authentication mechanisms, see Biddle et al. [5] .
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Science and experimentation. Of the rich literature discussing scientific method and progress by experimentation, we have cited only two items herein: the 1964 strong inference paper of Platt [35] , and Feynman's 1974 address [16] . Selected works connecting such topics to questions in computer security research are the NSPW 2010 panel report of Maxion et al. [28] , and essays of Longstaff [27] and Schell [38] .
Graphical passwords. Surveys on graphical passwords are available elsewhere [5, 20] . User choice issues are wellknown when users choose their own passwords in typical schemes: the distribution of passwords is then far from equiprobable, increasing the efficacy of guessing attacks. One solution is to flatten the distribution by "persuasive techniques" with the system suggesting or otherwise constraining password choices, allowing users to accept suggested passwords or request alternate suggestions, as per the "shuffle" feature in PCCP graphical passwords [10, 12] . PCCP users choose one clickpoint on each of, e.g., n = 5 images displayed sequentially; during password creation the system influences user choice by a viewport mechanism which highlights a randomized portion of each overall picture, temporarily limiting point selection to such portions. Persuasion in gridWord is analogous in spirit, but suggests full passwords rather than constraining individual component elements sequentially.
A graphical password scheme with some similarity to gridWord's use of multi-cell patterns is GrIDsure, wherein passwords involve a 5 × 5 grid, and users memorize a pattern of some subset of these (e.g., 4 of the 25) in a fixed ordering. At each login, the system displays in each cell a randomized digit, the digits varying across logins. The user enters the corresponding pattern digits by keyboard. GrIDsure has been explored in preliminary user studies [7] , and security analysis has reported advantages relative to shoulder surfing [41] as well as weaknesses [6] . The main similarity to gridWord is a visual pattern of cells. Android screen-locking authentication is mentioned in §2.2. Among other examples involving visual memory as part of practical authentication is a scheme wherein users are instructed to recognize pictures prior to entering credentials to banking web sites [37] .
Passwords from Words and Phrases. The study of passwords, including usability, is far from new, though many early papers appear little known. Applying methods rooted in cognitive psychology, strongly emphasizing the critical importance of passwords being both secure and usable, and warning (already in 1984) of the proliferation of "inexpert users" leading to poor password choices, Barton et al. [3] pursue numerous concrete "user-friendly" methods for password creation and reconstruction leveraging principles of recall and memory aids including episodic memory, private personal experience, environmental cues, and personalized translation rules. They consider, e.g., passwords formed from initial letters of words (acronyms from sentences). A circa 1982 approach related to the latter is passphrases [36] , with the usability downside that typing long word sequences is time-consuming (frustrates users) and prone to typing errors. Passphrase-based passwords have long been promoted to protect PGP private keys; more recent related studies include Yan et al. [44] and Kuo et al. [26] .
Password user studies and analysis of datasets and password mechanisms-which are enjoying renewed interest for both text (e.g., [45] ) and graphical passwords [5] -are also not new, though more recent password datasets are often considerably larger [17, 42] . The 1993 paper of Zviran et al. [47] carries out small user studies on a wide spectrum of password approaches, finding that in terms of ability to recall, six approaches explored fell into two distinct groupings: pronounceable, cognitive, and associative passwords each performed much better than passphrases, system-generated passwords, and user-selected passwords. (Here, cognitive passwords are those now commonly called passwords based on secret questions, also called password recovery or personal verification questions; and associative passwords use words triggered by association with text challenge word cues.)
Building passwords from pronounceable words (whether dictionary or nonsense words) is another long-standing idea promoted in various forms to increase memorability and security. Implementations of pronounceable password generators are widely available, many (and a standard [30] ) motivated by a PL/1 program designed for Multics by Gasser [19] , or Allbery's 1988 pwgen program.
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Pronounceable passwords were popularized by CompuServe in the early 1980's; anecdotal claims remain of users still today recalling their "word-salad"such passwords containing two unrelated systemassigned words separated by a special character. Jobusch et al. [25] discuss password generators, pass-algorithms, password monitors, question-answer approaches, human factors issues, and implementation details [24] of the 4.3 BSD Unix password programs that originated many password rituals.
Passwords, Smartphones, Flexible Data Entry. Text passwords continue to dominate for website access, but pose significant usability issues on smartphones. Cheswick [9] recently proposed user-chosen multi-word passwords specifically for convenient entry on smartphones, e.g., with password creation selecting elements from fixed lists of "smartphone friendly" dictionary words. This would ideally be complemented by phones with spelling correction enabled on password entry and/or word-completion upon typing preliminary characters. (In contrast, spell-correction functionality is typically disabled on password entry, as historical policies and practices discourage use of dictionary words as passwords.) Earlier proposals allowing variability in how passwords are entered include the pass-sentences of Spector et al. [40] which focus on semantic meaning allowing variable syntactic representation, the password-corrective hashing of Mehler and Skiena [29] , and order-independent and errortolerant passphrases by Bard [2] ; see also Brown [8] , and Jakobsson's more recent fastword multi-word proposal [23] .
Further regarding smartphones, and aside from Android screen-locking (which as noted earlier, is for local authentication of owner to device for device unlocking, rather than for remote-access authentication), Dunphy et al. [14] explore the use of recognition-based graphical passwords on mobile devices, and the hybrid object-based ObPwd scheme [4] has been prototyped for Android. 4 User authentication proposals employing special smartphone functionality, e.g., accelerometers for gesture authentication [13] , or GPS for location tracking or user profiling [22] , are not typically back-end compatible for alternating access from desktop computers. Other smart phone functionality is available for tasks related to security, but unrelated to our immediate work, e.g., involving camera-based functionality or shaking pairs of devices [34] for device association or to prove device possession.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Regarding our specific gridWord proposal based on a preliminary prototype design and a plan for pilot testing, we solicit guidance on which design options appear most promising to pursue in detailed user studies, and how best to evaluate and improve the proposal. We hope our work stimulates further research on the general problem of designing password authentication schemes simultaneously convenient for text-based and input-limited devices-given our belief that the speed, familiarity, installed base, and other advantages of text-based passwords make them unlikely to disappear. The difficulty of entering text passwords on mobile devices may change user behavior, e.g., increasing the use of browser password saving/synchronization features, or the use of mobile apps which store their own app passwords. Therefore, a possible alternative to address the usability challenge of password entry is to better secure the access to these devices (e.g., through local device access control passwords or biometrics), with a reduced requirement for manual entry of passwords for the reason mentioned. This would increase the importance of ensuring the security of the authentication scheme used for device access control.
To make significant progress on questions such as those in §4.1-some of which were also raised at NSPW 2010-requires considerably more effort than a slice of a workshop of 35 participants representing only a small subset of subarea experts. Indeed, a workshop dedicated to these issues alone would have a full agenda.
Related to Q2 in §4.1, we see value in the suggestion [27] that one way forward is to foster a sub-community that values and rewards scientific experimentation and evaluation, as separate from technological advances favored by mainstream computer security venues. Also related, we note the following observation by an NSPW 2011 participant: many computer science undergrad and graduate programs, especially in North America, lack appropriate training in scientific methodology and experimentation. In usable security, including authentication mechanisms, we also see (much as in other areas of computer security) a lack of systematic advancement of knowledge, too much re-visiting of past mistakes, and too much "standing on the toes of giants" [28] .
While previous work has asked some of the questions considered herein in the general computer security context, our narrower focus on usable authentication makes questions like "Is security not really a scientific discipline at all, but rather a category of enginering technology?" [28] easier to address. While the scientific method may not apply strongly to all areas of computer security, usable security is a sub-area that strongly benefits from, indeed requires, user studies and scientific experimentation. We emphasize a complication that applies more to human-computer interaction than to other scientific disciplines (e.g., physics): experimental results are often very strongly influenced by minute details of user interfaces, instructions to users, experimental design, and prototype implementations. Consequently, it is often very difficult or impossible to generalize results, diminishing the scientific weight of many individual results.
Regarding the difficult question of how to evaluate usable security proposals and mechanisms, whether an evaluation involves a competition run by a third party, a formal standard, or a comparison within an academic paper, the preferred way to systematically compare and evaluate is to use unambiguous criteria. At present, such criteria are missing, even for the highly studied case of authentication.
We encourage further exploration of the many open questions related to how to best evaluate usable security mechanisms, and what role the scientific approach should play in the exposition and evaluation of newly proposed user authentication mechanisms.
